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Weekly Update … from Dale  
 
 

I found the following study of interest;  wanted to share,   
and simply ask…..should these statistics help to instruct  

our church as we move forward??? 
     Only one in three practicing Christians is Still and Only attending 

their Pre-COVID church. Recent data show that, among practicing 

Christians—those who identify as Christian, agree strongly that faith is 

very important in their lives and attend church at least monthly (prior 

to COVID-19)—over half (53%) say they have streamed their regular 

church online within the past months. Another 34 percent admits to 

streaming a different church service online other than their own,  

essentially “church hopping” digitally. About one-third of practicing 

Christians (32%) say they have done neither of these things. 

Notes from Charlene...  
As we continue our in-persons gatherings, let us 
not forget how important our phone calls and 
notes are. “Staying in touch” truly blesses both the 
giver and the receiver in all times. Heart connec-
tions never grow old. Hold our church family close. 

    We can, for the most part, confidently interpret this group as those who have dropped out of church, 

at least for the time being.  Some respondents share that they streamed both their church’s online ser-

vice as well as a different church’s service, perhaps taking advantage of the variety and surge of digital 

options. However, the plurality has stayed tuned in to their “home” church even at home; when looking 

for practicing Christians who are still and only attending their pre-COVID-19 church, we find that just 

over a third (35%) says this has been their course of action.  

     We see that very few (14%) have actually made a church switch amid the pandemic. It is more likely 

for a Christian to have stopped attending church altogether during the pandemic; in fact, 32 percent  

of practicing Christians have done just that. 

     A discouraging “statistic”…..  it should be noted that there is a segment of those who, prior to COVID

-19, were not attending church and are now attending, either online or in person — however, this 

group is currently too small to be considered statistically significant. 

The Sunday School Teacher asked,  
“Now, Johnny, tell me frankly, do you say 

prayers before eating?” 
 

“No sir,” little Johnny replies,  
“I don’t have to –  

my Mom is a good cook!” 

May the God of hope fill you with all joy and peace in believing, so that you may abound in hope 

by the power of the Holy Spirit.        Romans  15:13 

https://www.barna.com/research/new-sunday-morning/
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Blessings … from Pastor Catiana     As pastors have rushed to find new ways to provide 
church service experiences for their members, the internet has become an essential component of our 
programing.  The key question is “What do people need from churches right now? And how might digi-
tal technology be best used to meet those needs? Studies suggest that whether people called their 
group an online Christian community or an online church, their answers were the same. They were 
looking for a faith-based social network where they could build relationships, share their faith, and find 
meaning and value in their interactions and place in the groups. With God’s help, may we embrace the 
opportunity before us.    Adapted from Lewis Center for Church Leadership 8-31-21 by Heidi Campbell, editor 

  Remember: Do No Harm … Do Good … Stay in Love with God!  

Medical Tip of the Week ….. By Dennis 

Breakthrough Infections—  Breakthrough infections are increasing.  Last 
week The Los Angeles County Health Department reported 10,895 fully vaccinated people have been 
hospitalized with breakthrough Covid19 infections.  That is a lot of people!  The federal government 
is recommending booster shots after 6 months for people with compromised immune sys-
tems.  Boosters for the rest of us are being recommended after 8 months.  What is going 
on?    Should I be worried about a breakthrough infection?  Maybe yes.  Maybe no - at least not yet. 

The LA County numbers are not as scary as you might think at first glance.  The population of LA 
County is over 10,000,000.   Of the breakthrough infections about 350 were hospitalized, 55 were ad-
mitted to an ICU, and 21 were placed on ventilators.  The average age of hospitalized patients was 78 
and most had significant chronic illnesses.  10,895 is only 0.2% of the 5,120,000 LA County residents 
who were fully vaccinated at the time of the study.  You see the number 10,895 in one county and 
that is really scary.  Taken over the total population the reality is much less scary.  

The most recent national data reported by the CDC show that if you are fully vaccinated you are 5X 
less likely to be infected, 28X less likely to be hospitalized, and 28X less likely to die when compared 
to unvaccinated people.  The important point to remember is that in 2021 Covid19 is pretty much a 
disease of the unvaccinated.  The LA County experience supports this. 

The unfortunate reality is that the rate of breakthrough infections is increasing with the Delta vari-
ant.  Even though the risk of breakthrough infection is low for now, treat the possibility seriously with 
heightened respect but without fear.  Protect yourself.  Protect children under the age of 12 who 
have not been vaccinated.  Do those things that lessen the likelihood of getting a breakthrough infec-
tion in the first place.  Mask up indoors.  Socially distance.  Avoid crowds.  Avoid unnecessary trav-
el.  Practice good hand hygiene.  Stay safe. 

 

Update from the County ...from Jay      

Jo Daviess County Statistics   As of Monday, Aug. 30: 
 • Masks in Illinois are now mandatory at indoor public locations, regardless of your vaccination status 

• Nine active cases (I know personally that two of these cases are breakthrough cases) 
• 1,926 cumulative cases since the start of the pandemic 

• 29 deaths in JDC since the start of the pandemic 

• 13,773 county residents fully vaccinated (an increase of more than 200 since my Aug. 16 report) 
• 6,247 county residents 65 and older are fully vaccinated (this statistic is unchanged since my Aug. 16 report) 
• 16,359 county residents have at least one dose 


